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ReSUlTIO 

Utilizarnos 0 modelo de sirnula�ao de Chalfant e Gallant (19S4) para estudar 0 

ajuste de uma forma Oexfvcl de Fourier a uma fun<;ao de ClIstO. 0 objetivQ co de 

cstimar uma clasticidade de substituiC;a.o. Os dados que ut.iiizamos apresentam erros 

nas variavcis ex6genas e metoda de estimaGao e 0 de minimas quadrados multivariados. 

Utili�aJl1os no proccsso de cstimac;;ao dllas forma') f1exiveis de Fourier. Uma com 13 

paramett"Os (FFFI3) e olltra com 22 (1'1'1-'22). Os vieses nas estimativas pontnais 

das clasticidades sao pequenos para 0 ajuste corn FFF13. As cstaListicas t classicas 

naa seguem, em geral, a distribuic;;ao de Student. iVlesmo quando as estirnativas sao 

propriament.e celltradas e escaJonadas existcm casos ollele a aproxima<;ao normal nao 

se verifica. 

Abstract 

We use the simulation model ofCbalfallt and Gallant (IUS5) to investigate the fit 

of a Fourier flexible form to a cost function when interest is t.o estimate elasticities of 

substitution. The data is subject to errors in variables and the estimation method is 

seemingly unrelated regressions. \IVe use two approximating Fourier functional forms 
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with 13 (1'1'1'13) and 22 (1'1'1'22) parameters. The biases in point estimation are 

negligible for 1'1'1'13. The classical t statistics do not follow, in general, the Student's 

distribution. Even when estimates are properly centered and scaled there are cases 

where the normal approximation does not hold. 

Palavras-Chave: Flexible forms, fador demand systems, translog cost function, 

Fourier flexible form, estimation of elasticities 
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1. Introduction. 

The classical use of a flexible functional form in econometrics 
to fit an indirect utility function in consumer theory, or a cost 
function in the theory of the firm, usually involves the specifica
tion of a model in a parametric family. For the theory of the 
firm one can achieve this purpose specifying the cost function as 
C(p, y) = f( 0:0 + fJ'w + (1/2)w'rw, v) where the function f is known, 
w is a vector of monotonically transformed prices p, and v is a func
tion of output y that may depend on prices. The constant 0:0, the 
vector fJ, the matrix r, as well as any other unknown constants ap
pearing in the function v, are parameters. A variant for consumer 
demand obtains dropping v and letting p be a vector of ineome nor
malized prices. Typical examples are provided by the generalized 
Box-Cox family (Berndt and Khaled (1979)) of which the class of 
Translog cost (indirect utility) functions is a limiting case. The ob
jective of the econometric exercise of fitting an expenditure system 
is, usually, to estimate elasticities. One can completely specify these 
quantities with knowledge of the cost (indirect utility) function and 
its first and second order derivatives. From a statistical point of view 
the estimation of elasticities simplifies if the response model is taken 
from a parametric family and if the corresponding expenditure sys
tem is linear. This is the case of the theory of the finn with the use 
of the Translog. 
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A parametric family of cost ( indirect utility) functions is said to 
be flexible if it endows the estimation procedure with nonparametric 
properties, that is, if we have a reasonably close approximation to 
target population quantities (strong consistency, for example) even 
if the true response function is not a member of the family for any 
parameter choice. Relatively recent studies indicate that none of 
the classical parametric families can achieve flexibility in this sense. 
See White (1980), Guilkey, Lovell and Sickles (1983), Gallant (1981, 
1982), and El Badawi, Gallant and Souza (1983). The reason for the 
lack of flexibility seems to be the failure of a Taylor series expan
sion to provide a uniform approximation simultaneously to a true 
response function and its first and second derivatives. In this con
t&xt Gallant (1981) introduces the Fourier flexible form for indirect 
utility functions. The version for cost functions appeared in Gallant 
(1982). Essentially the Fourier flexible form superimposes a trigono
metric polynomial to a Translog specification. The inclusion of sine 
and cosine terms endows the Txanslog family with the properties of 
Fourier series expansions. It is well known that a Fourier series can 
approximate a function in a Sobolev sense, that is, in a metric that 
allows a uniform approximation simultaneously for a function and its 
derivatives. If the observational model used to approximate the fac
tor (consumer) demand system has additive and independent errors 
one can prove strong consistency of estimators of elasticities, con
ditionally on a realization of prices and other covariates, for any of 
the standard statistical procedures. For this result to hold it is nec
essary to introduce a dependence of the order of the approximating 
Fourier series on the sample size. The question of asymptotic normal
ity in a context where the number of parameters grow with sample 
size is more delicate. Only recently this problem has been prop
erly addressed and solved under very special circumstances. These 
circumstances hypothesize factor demand systems and multivariate 
least squares ( seemingly unrelated regressions) with a known vari
ance matrix. Sufficient conditions for asymptotic normality require 
the growth of the number of parameters at a rate slower than any 
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power of t.he sample size. See Gallant and Souza (1991) and also 
Andrews (1994) for a flavor of the regularity conditions that may 
be involved in general and for a strategy to prove consistency and 
asymptotic normality in semiparametric models. 

It has been argued in t.he econometric lit.erat.ure t.hat actual fac
t.or demand systems do not show addit.ive errors. The problem of 
errors in variables is int.rinsic to such systems. Any realistic applica
tion of seemingly unrelat.ed techniques will face this condition which 
have not. been cont.emplated yet in theoretical studies. In t.his con
text Chalfant and Gallant (1985) use a reoriented central composite 
design and Monte Carlo simulation to invest.igate the performance 
of the Fourier flexible cost function. They rest.rict their attent.ion to 
the st.udy of statist.ical biases in t.he est.imat.ion of elasticities of sub
stitution. Two variables define the fact.or space in their experiment: 
a measure of elasticity int.ensit.y (J and a technology A chosen in the 
homot.hetic Box-Cox family (see also Box and Cox, 1964). They fit. 
a quadrat.ic form in (J and A t.o the response surface of biases gener
ated by elasticit.ies of substitution est.imated via seemingly unrelated 
regressions. Here we ext.end Chalfant. and Gallant's st.udy. vVe inves
t.igate the dist.ribut.ions of t.he est.imat.es and deepen t.he discussion 
on stat.istical biases. Our objective, basing conclusions on Monte 
Carlo evidence, is to provide specific recommendations and warnings 
in regard to t.he practical use of the Fourier flexible cost function. 
We organize our presentation as follows. In Section 2 we introduce 
the family of cost functions we use later. These are the general Box
Cox form and the Fourier flexible form. In Section 3 we describe 
in detail the experiment of Chalfant and Gallant (1985). In Section 
4 we present our simulation results. vVe base our analysis on the 
absolut.e biases observed in estimat.es of subst.itution elasticities and 
in two measures of goodness of fit: the chi-square test. statistic and 
the Shapiro-vVilk t.est statist.ic. Finally we summarize our findings 
in Section 5. 
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2. Cost Functions. 

Consider a production scheme involving n factor inputs. Let 
pI = (PI, ... ,Pn) be a vector of input prices and let ql = (qj, . . .  ,qn) 

be the vector of input quantities. The total expenditure resulting 
from the choice of quantity vector q is pi q. Let y = I( qj, ... , qn) be 
the production function. The producer's problem, given a vector of 
factor in put prices p and a level of output y, is to minimize total 
expenditure l/q subject to I(qj,··· ,qn) = y. The minimum expen
diture C(p, y) corresponding to the solution q(p, y) is the producer's 
cost. function. The vector q(p, y) defines the set. of factor demand 
functions. 

The theory of the firm may impose regularity conditions on 
C(p, y). A minimal set of regularity conditions will impose linear ho
mogeneity in prices, monotonicity in prices and output, and concav
ity in prices. A cost function C(p, y) is said to be linear homogeneous 
if C(Tp,y) = TC(p,y) for any T > 0, monotonic if Vp,yC(p,y) > 0, 
.and concave if v;C(p, y) is negative semidefinite. Concavity and lin
ear homogeneity imply that. v;C(p, y) has rank at most n - 1 with 
the price vector p being an eigenvect.or of root zero. A simplifying as
sumption on functional form imposes homotheticity (a general form 
of constant. ret.urns to scale), that is C(p,y) = h(p)q,(p) where h(p) 
is linear homogeneous. 

A linear homogeneous t.echnology (cost. function) will satisfy 
Shephard's lemma, that is q(p, y) = VpC(p, y) or, equivalently, 
Si = EJC(p, y)/EJp;/C(p, V), where Si is the cost share of the ith 
input. factor. Typically the econometricians that deal with expendi
t.ure syst.ems will specify a parametric form for C(p, y) and postulate 
an observational multivariate (possibly nonlinear) statistical model 
Si = EJC(p, y)/EJp;/C(p, y) + Gi, i = 1 .. · n - 1. In this latter expres
sion S i represents an observed share, p are observed prices, and one 
share equation has been removed to avoid a. singular model. 

In some instances is more convenient. to express the cost function, 
prices, and output. in log (base e) form. If g( I, v) represents the 
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log cost function, I = In p, and v = In y, the observational model 
becomes Si = 8g(l, v)l81i + Ci· 

The most. common statistical technique used in an attempt t.o 
det.ermine C(p, y) or g(l, v) statist.ically is seemingly unrelat.ed re
gressions. This estimation technique proceeds as follows. For ob
servation t = 1··· T let. Sit = (Sll,"', S(n-l)') be t.he vector of 
shares and x� = (l�, Vt). We can write St = ¢(Xt, e) + c;, where 
C t is an 11. - 1 dimensional error vector and e is a parameter de
rived from a complet.ely specified cost function. Let 5( e, V) = 

T 
I:t=l(St - ¢(x"e))'v-l

(s, - ¢(Xt,e)) and let \Ii(e) = 0 be a set 
of rest.rictions on e. The seemingly unrelated regressions estimate of 
e obtains first. finding (j t.hat minimizes 5(e, 1) subject to \Ii(e) = 0, 

, 7' - -
put.ting V = (liT) I:t=l (s, - ¢(.Tt, e))'(St - \0(';" e)) and then min-

imizing 5(e, If) subject t.o \Ii(e) = O. Iteration of this process, upon 
convergence, yields maximum likelihood est.imates under normal er
rol's. See Gallant (1987). 

As Gallant (1982) point.s out the main objective of t.he econo
metric at.t.empt. to fit share equations focus on t.he assessment of 
elasticities of substitution 

O"ij= (C(p,y) 82C(p,y)) I ( 8C(p,y) DC(p,y)) , ;,j=l,"',n DpiDpj Dpi Dpj 

and price elasticit.ies 7Jij = 5iO" ij. Let. 1:: = (0" ij). The assumption 
of concavity in prices for C(p, y) is equivalent. t.o 1:: being negative 
semidefinite. Linear homogeneity implies t.hat. the share vector 5 

must be an eigenvector of root zero for 1::. 

2.1. The Box-Cox Cost Function. 

Berndt and Khaled (1979) present in detail the generalized Box
Cox parametric family of cost functions. VVe concern ourselves here 
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only with homothetic technologies. Imposing this condition and lin
ear homogeneity 1Il prices the generalized Box-Cox family reduces 
to 

. >. 2 >. 2 ' [ ] 1/>. 
C>.(p,y)= (2/A) �2(;ijP/ p/ ¢(y). 

The matrix f = (;ij) is symmetric and A > O. For these east fllllC
tions the elasticities of substitutioIl do not depend on output. Since 
our primm'y interest is only in the estimation of elasticities of sub
stitution we assume output to be unit and drop the term <p(y). 

Familiar technologies in the Box-Cox family are t.he Square Root 
Quadratic (A = 2) and t.he Generalized Leontief (A = 1). The 
Translog obtains taking the limit as A --+ O. The Translog cost. 
function ( in log form) is 

) I 1 I g(l, v = (to + a 1+ 2: I fl + 

where we mllst impose 2::iQi = 0 and 2::j;ij = 0 for linear ho
mogeneit.y in prices. The terms in v disappear when output 
is unity. 

are 
If A > 0 t.he expressions for shares and elasticities of substitution 

(7ii = 1- A +;ii �C;:>'(p,y) + ?� - �, i = 1"" ,n (2) 
I ..., I I 

>./2 >./2 Pi Pj (7ij = 1 - A + Ii) 
S S  I .7 

if j (3) 
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and far A = 0 

n 

Si=ai+ L 'Yijlj, i=l,"',n 
j=1 

'Y ij O'ij = 1 + SSj' i =J,i. 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

Using the narmalizatian rule C>.(p) = 1, given values far A, O'ij, 
Pi, and Si, ane can salve Equatians (1 )-( 6) to' find a unique set af 
'Yij. Later we use this fact to' derive papulatian technalagies. In 
this exercise the specificatian af the substitutian matrix I: will imply 
values far Si. Notice that with knawledge af 'Yij we can use Equatians 
(1) and (4) to' generate share data. 

2.2. The Fourie r Flexible Farm. 

Gallant (1982) intra duces the Faurier flexible form far the anal
ysis af factor demand systems as follows. As befare let .1/ = (I', v ) 
where naw Ii = In Pi + In ai and v = In y + In an+l. The canstant.s 
al,'" ,an+l are lacatian quantities chosen such that .r becomes a 
vector wit.h all coardinat.es st.rictly positive. Far the prices compa
nents ane may take In ai = - mini In Pi + ( for any choice of ( > O. 
The functianal farm af t.he Fourier flexible form with J( parameters 
IS 

gJ((x,B) = "0 + b'x + � x'Ex + � { uoo + t [l1jo cos(jTk�x)

- Via sin(jTk�;r)] } 
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with n 
B = _r2 L uo",k",k�. 

0'=1 

Here uo, Uo"" b, B, Uj"" and Vj'" are parameters, k", is a vector with 
integer components - a multi-index, and r is a scale parameter chosen 
to make each x a point of (0, 27f)n+l. The vector () represents the 
collection of parameters written down in some order. In this paper 
we use ( = 10-5 and r = 6/ maxi Xi. Since output is taken to be 
unit, in our instance the vector x is equal to I. 

A deep philosophical difference between the Fourier flexible form 
and other parametric cost functions lies in the dependence of K 
on the sample size T. We emphasize this dependence here writing 
K = K T. The Fourier flexible form 9 J{ ( x, ()) approximates a true 
cost function in the Sobolev sense if K T ...... 00 as T ...... 00. This 
result poses some problems in applications. It is not clear in the 
literature of the subject how one should optimally choose KT and 
therefore A, J, and the multi-indices k",. 

The Fourier flexible form will approximate a linear homogeneous 
cost function if we impose �i bi = 1 and keep only terms correspond
ing to multi-indices k", for which �ik"'i = o. 

The Fourier flexible form expenditure system is linear since 
shares can be expressed as Si = og[(T(x,())/OXi = g;(). Since also 
o2gKT(X, ())/OXiOXj = h;j() we can compute elasticities of substitu
tion as 

and i io j. 

It follows that if an estimator () is available, via seemingly unre
lated regressions for example, we can estimate consistently the true 
elasticity of substitution (Iij by (Iij(B) and try to approximate its 

variance by V'(Iij(B){),V(Iij(B) where n is an estimate of the vari

ance matrix of e. One can compute price elasticities estimators in 
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<tn analogous manner. See G<tllant (1982) and El Badawi, Gallant 
and Souza (1983) for more details on this approach. 

In our simulation study we use, as in Chalfant and Gallant 
(1985), two Fourier flexible forms: one for which J{T = 13(F F F13) 
and another for which I{T = 22(FFF22). In both cases the true 
technology is a function of a price vector of dimension three. For 
FFF22 we take A = 6 and J = 1. The choices of multi-indices ar 
k� = (0 1 - 1), k; = (1 - 1 0), k� = (1 0 - 1) , k:1 = (1 - 2 1) , 
k� = (1 1 - 2), and k� = (2 - 1 - 1). The first three have norm 
two and the last three norm four. The norm of a multi-index is the 
sum of the absolute values of its components. The resulting (FFF22) 
form is 

( e l l I 922 x, ) = Un + b x + 2' X B.x 

+ UO] + 2 {Ul cos[r(x2 - X3 )] - v] sin[r(x2 - X3 )]} 

The parametrization above for FFF22 leads to a singular design 
matrix. To avoid this we reparametrize the elements of B and absorb 
the terms UOa in the constant term. On B we impose symmetry and 
homogeneity. 

The version FFF13 obtain from FFF22 reducing the order of the 
trigonometric polynomial. Here we consider only multi-indices with 
norm two. This is equivalent to set the coefficients ·UO., Uns, Uno, U4, 
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V4, V5, Vs, vo, and Vo to zero in the expression for FFF22. Also ( -V02 - V03 V02 

B = _T2 
V02 -VOl - V02 

U03 UOl 

and the parametrization is identifiable. 

3. Experimental Design. 

'U03 ) 
VOl 

-VOl - V03 

Basing their claims on the empirical evidence of past work Chal
fant and Gallant (1985) argue that the presence of bias, and its 
relative size, in the statistical estimation of elasticities, may depend 
on the nature of the true technology, on the particular pattern of the 
elasticity matrix, and on the magnitude of each elasticity being es
timated. In this context they design a response surface experiment 
depending on two quantitative factors: Technology - measured by 
variate A, and Elasticity - measured by variat.e Cf. The design space 
is the rectangle [0, 2J x [0, 2J. Each choice of (Cf, A) defines a t.ech
nology G>-(Pl,P2,Pa) in the homothetic Box-Cox family for which 
the matrix of elasticities of substitution is L;( Cf). They use a total 
of nine design points chosen as explained below. The idea is to fit 
the Fourier flexible form to data generated according to each of these 
"true" technologies and investigate the nature of the response surface 
defined by the absolute biases resulting from the estimation process. 
Of particular concern is the presence of a ridge of increasing bias in 
any particular direction (Cf A). They compute L;(Cf) as follows. The 
own price elasticities are taken to be equal to -'7 for all three prices. 
The diagonal elements of L;( Cf) are then Cf ii = -'7/ Si. The off diago
nal elements have the same magnitude Cf and L; has one of the three 
patterns ( Cfll 

I: Cf 

Cf 
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Cf 

0-22 
-Cf 

Cf ) 
-Cf 

Cf33 

ell 
II: Cf 

-Cf 

Cf 

Cf22 
Cf 
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-Cf ) 
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The actual pattern used for each combination (u.\) was chosen ran
domly. 

Given a value of u i= 0, L: is completely determined by the 
placement of the negative sign. We illustrate this construction when 

::u ) _..!L 
53 

It follows (from L:Si = 1 and L:S = 0 that 

-1) +OSI+US2+US3=0 

-1) + USI + US2 + -US3 = 0 

-1) + USI + -US2 + -OS3 = 0 

- 01) + SI + S2 + S3 = 1 

The solution for this system is SI = 3/5, S2 = S3 = 1/5 and 1) -
2u /5. Thus for Pattern I 

For Patterns II and III we obtain, respectively, 

3 
-2 

3 
3 and L:(u) = � -3 

-3 ) (-6 -6 3 
3 

-3 -6 
3 ; ) . -2 
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Notice that these three matrices are negative definite with rank two. 
At this point it is important to remark that when a = 0 a random 
choice among Patterns I, II, and III was used to decide which share 
should have value 3/5. 

The design points in the factor space where chosen as follows. 
Consider first the central composite rotatable design in Cochran 
and Cox (1957). This is a design commonly used in experimen
tal statistics to approximate a response function by a quadratic 
form. The nine vectors (0 - J2), (0 0), (1 1), (0 J2), (-1 1), 
(-1 - 1), (1 - 1), (J20), and (-J2 0) define the design. The 

transformation (xjf", !IX) maps the central composite into the 

square [0,2] x [0,2] producing the new design points (a, A) : (1 0) ,  
(1 1), (1.70711 1.70711), (1 2), (0.29289 1.70711), (0.29289 0.29289), 
(1.70711 0.29289), (2 1), and (0 1). This is the layout we will use. 
'We refer to these points as design points 1 - 9 respectively. Known 
technologies in the layout are the Translog - Design 1, Leontief - De
sign 9, Square Root Quadratic - Design 4, and Generalized Leontief 
- Design 2 and 8. 

It is clear from Equations (1)-(6) of Section 2 and from the 
normalization rule G>.(p) = 1 at p = Po that a design point (a, A) 
uniquely determines G>.(p) with the choice E = E(a). 

Chalfant and Gallant (1985) consider two price series to generate 
data in the Monte Carlo process. The idea is to mimic the behavior 
of expected and actual prices so that share data is simulated with ex
pected prices and fit to actual prices. A typical case of errors in vari
ables and non additive regression errors. The series of actual prices 

Pt is fixed and is generated according to the model In Pt = (3 + U t , 
Ut = RUt_I + Ct, where (3' = (0.09760778 - 0.00721513 0.37562201), ( 0.56627 0.055096 -0.017574) 

R = 0.13356 0.502859 0.129266 
-0.14791 0.110825 0.934661 

and c t is a three dimensional multivariate normal random vector 
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with mean zero and variance V = F' F. Here (-0.00135824 
F = 0.00067686 

-0.01265727 

-0.08386093 
0.00017299 
0.00206979 

-0.00054760) 
-0.02817099 
-0.00030284 

For Po we take exp(iJ). This is the price vector used to obtain the 
population technologies

' 
in Table 1. The (vector) stochastic process 

above was adapted by Chalfant and Gallant (1985) from a real price 
series studied in Berndt and Wood (1975). 

Following Huber (1981) J(T "'" T2/3 . In this context a basic 
sample of 25 observed prices is generated to fit FFF13 and extended 
to 48 to fit FFF22.· With only two shares retained the number of 
effective observations in each case becomes 50 and 96 respectively. 

The series of expected prices Pt is a function of observed prices Pt. 
We take In (Pt) = In(pt)+(t where (t = iJ*Yt. Here Yt is a multivari
ate normal random vector with mean zero and variance matrix aI. 
Shares are generated using the formula S i' = Be A (Pt) / Bp;/ e A (Pt) 

which is Shephard's lemma. Chalfant and Gallant (1985) genrate 
5000 replications and set a to 0.1. This choice of a, in their case, 
allows estimation of elasticities with accuracy of three digits when 
the true technology is the Translog. Here we take 1000 Monte Carlo 
replications. We achieve the same accuracy for the Translog case 
with a = 0.01 for both fits (FFF13 and FFF22). The number of 
replications we choose is in accordance with the bootstrap litera
ture, see Efron (1990) and Efron and Tibshirani (1993), and keeps 
the simulation process at a PC manageable size. 

4. Simulation Results. 

Our simulation study mImIcs the basic structure (model) of 
Chalfant and Gallant (1985). We use SAS - ETS to compute seem
ingly unrelated regressions, SAS - PROC IML to compute standard 
errors of elasticities of substitution and nonparametric density es
timates, and SAS - STAT to evaluate empirical distributions. In 
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Subsection 4.1 we present our findings in regard to biases in estima
tion. In Subsection 4.2 we show our results regarding the adequacy 
of large sample distribution approximations. 

4.1. Biases in Estimation. 

The variable of concern here is the absolute bias l<Tij -iTijl where 
<Tij is the true elasticity of substitution and iTij is an average of 1000 
seemingly unrelated estimates iJ ij. 

Table 2 shows the evolution of two summary statistics computed 
from the basic results reported in Felix Souza (1993) .  Those are the 
average absolute bias per technology (.\) and the average absolute 
bias relative to the Translog which functions as a base case or con
trol. The overall impression is that FFF13 has a better performance 
than FFF22. The worst case for FFF13 is technology five which on 
average shows a bias close to 0.03. This is about eight times the bias 
we measure when we use FFF13 and the data is generated accord
ing to the Translog. The fit for FFF22 produces four bad estimates 
of elasticities. Two of those seem to be definite outliers: technolo
gies four and eight. The average absolute biases are 0.08 and 0.14 
respectively. These figures are approximately 45 and 77 times the 
average bias we measure when we fit FFF22 to data generated from 
the Translog. Chalfant (1983) also reports an increase in bias when 
using the FFF22 but our results are more dramatic. He attributes 
the misfit to errors in variables. In our case other sources of insta
bility may also be confounded in the process. Potential candidates 
are specification bias and multicollinearity. We dit not notice any 
significant effect due to the difference in patterns present in 2::. 

The response surface analysis for the absolute bias is shown in 
Tables 3 and 4. Model FFF13 passes the lack of fit test and the 
stationary point is a saddle point outside the region under study. 
This is an indication of good performance. Model FFF22 does not 
pass the lack of fit test but a ridge of increase in response is observed 
in the direction of (<T = 1.956.\ = 1.292) which is close to Design 8. 
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These results are in close agreement with the findings of Table 2. 

4.2. Probability Distributions. 

To identify directions of poor large sample approximations (via 
response surface analysis) in the technology factor space we compute 
two measures of goodness of fit. A measure we call X2, which is 
the chi-square test statistic, and the Shapiro-Wilk test statistic \tV. 
For model FFF13 the variable X2 measures the overall discrepancy 
from the fit of a t distribution with 39 df to observed ratios of the 
form tij = (aij - Uij)/S(&ij) where S(aij) is the seemingly unrelated 
regressions estimate of the standard error of aij. For FFF22 variable 
X2 measures a similar quantity for the t distribution with 79 df. We 
consider in both cases 14 non overlapping classes. The boundaries of 
these classes are set in such way to produce the same probabilities 
under t39 and t79 respectively. The Shapiro-Wilk test statistic lV 
measures departure from normality when we consider the variate 
aij. 

The empirical probabilities associated with tij in many cases 
differ markedly from tables of the t distribution. On the other hand 
the behavior of aij is close to normality. Figures 1 and 2 illustrate 
these facts showing density estimates for some elasticities in Design 
8. With a few exceptions the pattern is typical of other designs. 
The visual impression is confirmed by X2 and lV. Overall the better 
approximations are for FFF13. 

We show the response surface analysis for In X2 and 111 in Tables 
5,6, 7 and 8. In the case of In X2 FFF13 passes the lack of fit test and 
the stationary point with coordinates (u = 1.288618 A = 0.9456335) 
is a maximum. This is close to the Generalized Leontief (Design 2) . 
The model FFF22 does not pass the lack of fit test. The variable 
111 shows opposite results. FFF13 does not pass the lack of fit and 
FFF22 does. In this instance the stationary point is a minimum 
and has coordinates (u = 0.9812826 A = 0.871032). As with In X2 
we see that the direction of worst results is close to the Generalized 
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Leontief. For both response variables, whenever the lack of fit test 
fails, we notice a ridge in the direction of this same technology. 

As a final comment in regard to the statistics t;j we point out 
our impression that the bias in the estimation of both, (Iij and s( Crij), 
rather than the polynomial rate of dependence t.o the sample size, 
may the cause for the poor t distribution approximations. 

5. Conclusion. 

The Fourier flexible form seems to perform very well for J( T == 

13, part.icularly in regard to point estimation of elasticit.ies. The 
inclusion of additional trigonometric t.erms seems t.o lead t.o unsta
ble estimat.es. The classical \;Yald t.est statistics based on seemingly 
unrelated estimates do not follow a t-distribution. The better distri
but.ion results obtained with the Shapiro-Wilk test statistic, which 
properly centers and scales the estimates Cr ij, is an indication that 
the use of bootstrap techniques to correct for bias and to set confi
dence intervals will provide a marc reliable statistical inference than 
the classical delta method. In general our analysis indicate that dis
tribution results are part.icularly bad in the direction of Generalized 
Leontief cost. functions. The discrepancies observed are t.oo large t.o 
be attributed to errors in variable alone. 

Submetido em Abril de 1995. Re1Jisario em Agosto de 1995. 
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Figure 1: Nonparametric density estimates for the distribution of 
iij for design 8. Normal kernel. The dashed curve is the standard 
normal 
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Figure 2: Nonparametric density estimates for the distribution of 
G-ij for design 8. Normal kernel. The dashed curved is the normal 
density with mean a.ne! variance computed from the data. 
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Table 1 

Populatio n Technologies. For the Translog "0 = 0.756928, 
"'I = 0.191614, "2 = 0.208386, and "3 = 0.6 

I Design I Pattern I 'Ill I 1'12 I '113 I '122 I 123 1'33 I 
1 III 0.0800 -0.0800 0 0.0800 0 0 
2 I 0.1088 0.2294 0.1894 0.01003 -0.0665 0.0275 
3 I 0.0667 0.3142 0.2266 -0.0937 -0.0342 -0.0487 
4 III -0.0329 0 0.1495 -0.0406 0.1660 0.0566 
5 I 0.2699 0.1302 0.0939 0.0405 0.0142 0.0211 
6 IJ] 0.7896 -0.2696 -0.3167 0.8143 -0.3216 1.1456 
7 I -1.0095 0.8086 0.7645 0.0401 -0.6248 0.0358 
8 II -0.1088 0.4588 -0.1263 -0.3626 0.3992 -0.0824 
9 11 0.1814 0 0 0.6043 0 0.1374 

Table 2 

Average Absolute and Relative Biases for the Fo urier Flexible Form 

Absolute Absolute Relative Relative 
Design Bias Bias Bias Bias 

1'1'1'13 1'1'1'22 1'1'F13 1'1'1'22 
1 0.00369950 0.0018189 1.0000 1.0000 
2 0.01527360 0.0232128 4.1286 12.7620 
3 0.00083742 0.0299361 2.2636 16.4584 
4 0.00730160 0.0820313 1.9737 15.0991 
5 0.02919300 0.0181192 7.8911 9.9616 
6 0.00802730 0.0098951 2.1698 5.4402 
7 0.00787500 0.0038115 2.1287 2.0955 
8 0.01153290 0.1398890 3.1174 76.9086 
9 0.00936490 0.0304001 2.5311 16.7135 
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Table 3 
Responsp SU,'IJrlrp Aualysis - F1"1"1.1. Nu'mhfTs in (.) flTP standard erroTS. 

Aforfd is IBia:-;1 = (/0 + (llA + (/2(J + (/3A2 + (l4..\(J + f15(J2. R2 = 0.1364 

Source elf 

Lack of Fit 3 
Pure Error 4G 
Total Enol' 48 

"0 OJ 

-0.005830 0.020217 

I SUlll of Sqnare:-; I r..lcall Square I F Ralio I P.,. > F 

0.000088 0.000320 1.539 0.2175 
0.000634 0.000214 
0.010622 0.000221 

n.2 0.3 "4 "5 
0.011425 -0.007077 -0.010333 -0.002128 

(0.010510) (0.015778) (0.015778) (0.007121) (0.006073) (0.007121) 

Table 4 
Rr.S1JO'/I.sr. Smjnrf': An(/Iysi.� - F1"1"22. N1I'Inhers ill (.) m'e st.f/.'nrfanl e.,..roTS. 

Model is Illia:-;I = 00 + (IIA + (/2(J" + U3 . ..\2 + (/4).(J" + f/.5(J"Z. RZ = 0.2354 

Soarce elf I Stllll of Sqllare:-; I r-denll Square I F Ratio Pr> 1" 

Lack of Fit :; 0.040123 0.016374 6.731 0.0008 
Pure Error 4:) 0.100463 0.002433 
Total Error 48 0.158586 0.003304 

"0 "1 a'2 "3 "4 as 
0.010201 0.027847 -0.056332 -0.005336 0.008050 0.037884 

(0.040644) (0.060066) (0.060000} (0.0275l6) (0.023466) (0.027516) 

childrCll father Illot.her di:-;iribnt.ioll llHlllber rc:-,pOll:-'C rcspollsability corre:-.pomlclIce COll-
:-;trnct.iOll abilit�· fraier1lit�' willdows :-.pecd " 

Table 5 
Response Su'/fare Analysis - 1"1"F1.1, N1l'InhpI's i:n (.) ol'e sl.andn.n/ en'ors. 

Mar/r.l is In X2 = (/0 + (11'.\ + 02(J" + 03 .. \2 + (/4..\(J" + (/50'2. H2 = 0.2163 

Source df I StUll of Sqnare:-; I ?'dean Sqltarc I F Rat.io 

Lack of Fit 3 8.87l007 2.957032 1.7l2 0.1781 
Pure Error (15 77.738425 1. 727521 
Total Error 48 86.000522 1.804365 

"0 °l (12 (/.3 04 as 
1.70000:; 1.730800 3.705630 -0.836075 -0.l23l21 -1.392659 

(0.049826) (1.424743) (1.424743) (0.643038) (0.548381) (0.643038) 
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Table 6 
R�RP01/..''H' 8uI/n.rr A1/.n.I!l8i.� - FFF22. NumiJers ill (.) are sl.nnr!n . .,.d elTors. 

iIlodel is III X<� = flO + (qA + 020" + (j:�A2 + O.jAO + (/50"2. n2 = 0.318] 

Sonrce elf 

Lack of Fit 3 
Pure Error 45 
Total Error 48 

"0 "1 
1.015438 0.850512 

(0.954359) (1.4:11543) 

I SUIll of Squares ) i\lean SqH'll'c ) F Ratio ) PI' > F < 
37.166524 12.388841 11.000 0.0000 
50.27170,j 1.117140 
87,438228 1.821630 

02 03 04 as 

4.156474 -0.248102 0.120934 -1.636403 
(1.431543) (0.646107) (0.550009) (0.646107) 

Table 7 
ReRp0'fl..''i(' 81/.1farr. AlIn.lJ/sis - FFF1.1. NnwhP.'r8 ill (.) arf'. sta.ndnl'fi e1"/'O'/,s. 

Alorid is n' = 00 + (/ 1A + 020" + (l3�\2 + fl.1AO" + (1502 . R2 = 0.2368 

S01lrce elf 
Lack of Fit 3 
Pure Error 45 
Tot.al Errol' ,18 

"0 01 
1.003676 -0.039486 

(0.018198) (0.027297) 

I SU1lI or Sqnal'es I i\leall Square I F Rat.io \ PI' > F 

0.006684 0.002228 :l.9D3 0.0132 
0.025108 0.000558 
0.03179:1 0.000662 

"2 (/3 0" (/5 

-0.082646 0.02517,1 -0.000274 0.039628 
(0.027297) (0.012320) (0.010507) (0.012320) 

Table 8 
Rf'.sponsp SlI:l!arp Analysis - FFF22. N1l1n/Je1'8 in (.) 0.'1'(' st.a.nrinl'd P'I""O'I"�. 

Modd is IF = flO + (IIf\ + (120' + ([3,\2 + fl>1AO' + fl50'Z, nZ = 0.3089 

Lack of Fit. 
Pure Error 

Total Error 

"0 

0.990465 
(0.008360) 

df 
3 

45 
48 

01 
-0.025555 
(0.012539) 

) Sum of Squares ' I-.Jcall Square I F Ratio ! p. I' > F 

0.000740 0.000247 1.85!J 0.1502 
0.005969 0.000133 
0.006709 0.000140 

02 03 (/,j OS 

-0.048202 0.014612 0.000101 0.024548 
(0.012539) (0.005659) (0.004826) (0.005650) 
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